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Head of Department dialogue

Dear reader,
it’s time to summarise 2019. When I look back, it has been a year where our activities
have continued along their set paths. Individual and collective grants have been won,
results and breakthroughs from our research published in top journals, and new commitments and challenges met to engage more in undergraduate education. It feels like
we are well on track at MC2 and I think this annual report gives clear evidence of this
being the case.
A piece of fantastic news was that the Graphene Centre at Chalmers (GCC) obtained funding from VINNOVA
for a new competence centre, 2D-TECH. 2D-TECH and GCC makes a nice addition to the three other centres
that we host, FORCE, GHz, and WACQT. These centres engage a majority of MC2:s researchers, either directly
or indirectly, and are nicely aligned with the activities of our different labs.
While our research activities are doing well, we have two challenges that we continuously are working with. The
first is to maintain state-of-the-art for our cleanroom. Myfab-Chalmers, our Nanofabrication lab, is one of four labs
within Myfab a Swedish national cleanroom infrastructure. In 2019, Myfab received a large 5-year grant from the
Swedish research council (VR) with the purpose to expand and renew capabilities of the Myfab nodes.
Our second challenge as a department is to get more engaged in undergraduate education and in particular
on the bachelor level. While the main revenue of MC2 comes from research grants, it is natural that we mostly
educate at the most advanced levels, i.e. advanced master and PhD students. However, us not being visible for
Chalmers younger students actually deprives them of getting exposed to the fascinating field of nanoscience and
nanotechnology. During 2019 we have been working on improving this situation and we will continue doing so in
the coming years.
I, as Head of Department, want to thank you all for your very hard work and endurance to take brilliant ideas to
scientific knowledge and technological breakthroughs,

Mikael Fogelström
Head of Department

LABORATORY

APPLIED QUANTUM PHYSICS

Head of Laboratory Göran Johansson
goran.l.johansson@chalmers.se

The Applied Quantum Physics Laboratory (AQP) is despite its name a home for theoretical physicists only. However, we have a strong interest in device-related aspects and we often work on applying our theoretical tools to present and potential future solid-state physics experiments. Our current
activities span from quantum thermodynamics, exotic phases in HTc superconductors, heat, spin
and charge transport in nanostructures, graphene and other 2D materials, quantum information in
continuous variables and superconducting circuits, quantum algorithms, quantum machine learning,
waveguide QED, quantum acoustics and quantum plasmonics.
AQP is also handling the quantum information theory effort in the Wallenberg Centre for Quantum
Technology (WACQT) and in this context we are also hosting two industrial PhD students from
SAAB and Volvo Group. They are working on quantum radar and quantum machine learning, respectively. Together with a team from Jeppesen, we have investigated flight optimization on quantum
computers [1], which has also been tested by the experimental group at QT [2].
AQP has been growing in the past few years and at the end of 2019 AQP consisted of one 36
theorists, counting one professor emeritus, eight professors and permanent researchers, nine postdocs, thirteen PhD students and five MSc thesis students.
We are very proud that Professor Janine Splettstößer got a 5 year prolongation of her Wallenberg
Fellow grant from the Knut and Alice Wallenberg’s foundation, not long after being promoted to
Professor. In 2019, she has also published about a system, which seemingly breaks the second
law of thermodynamics, but by a very different and much simpler principle than Maxwell’s famous
demon. This new version of the demon operates by supplying a non-equilibrium distribution, which
can be illustrated by the Demon turning on and off the hot and cold faucets you typically find in
England (Fig. 1). This exciting result was published in Physical Review Letters in November [3].

1: The N-demon supplies no heat or
work, but it supplies a nonequilibrium
distribution to the working substance
containing equilibrium reservoirs 1 and
2. The nonequilibrium distribution could
be a nonthermalized mixture of different
equilibrium distributions, like the hot
and cold faucets found in England.

[1] “Applying the Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm to the Tail Assignment Problem”,
P. Vikstål, M. Grönkvist, M. Svensson, M. Andersson, G. Johansson, G. Ferrini, arXiv:1912.10499;
[2] “Quantum approximate optimization of the exact-cover problem on a superconducting quantum processor”,
A. Bengtsson, et al., arXiv:1912.10495
[3] “Nonequilibrium System as a Demon”,
Rafael Sánchez, Janine Splettstoesser and Robert S. Whitney, Physcial Review Letters 123, 216801 (2019)
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EMSL addresses scientific issues within current CMOS and beyond CMOS integration technology
using novel concepts such as carbon-based electronics systems and neuromorphic based computing. EMSL belongs to a group of select (academic) labs in the world that combines design, fabrication and integration into a packaged system and having the capability to characterize those devices,
including reliability testing. In EMSL, we run several European grants within Horizon 2020 program,
which reflects their international recognition. The vision of the laboratory is to conduct world-class
research and education in new carbon-based functional materials and systems for a sustainable
society and a joyful life.
In the micro- and nanosystems group’s efforts together with partners from TU Delft, Ford, Volvo
Cars, Volvo Trucks and Scania, to develop a novel MEMS-based system for measuring the number
of nanoparticles in exhaust gas, we have demonstrated that we can use transparent SiC windows
that enable self-cleaning from soot by heat treatment.

Image caption: A SiC membrane before
and after the regeneration process: note
that the soot is locally removed at the hot
spot without permanent deformation of the
membrane.

Backed by new influx of funding, the group Materials theory is intensifying the work to develop,
implement, document, and demonstrate advantages of using modern, truly nonlocal density functional theory (DFT). Now, one graduating, and one starting Ph.D. student as well as two postdocs
are working with the group senior on leveraging the recent consistent formulation of our ChalmersRutgers van der Waals density functional (vdW-DF) method. Working directly with experimentalists,
and comparing to new neutron data, we have demonstrated an exceptional accuracy in a study of
phase stability in a challenging perovskite system. We have also documented an excellent performance for surface properties which, we note, constitute a direct probe of quality in the underlying description of the electron-density variation. Since, furthermore we have completed and are
reporting a strong performance for our description of molecular properties (tested across one of
the broadest molecular benchmark suites), we are succeeding in documenting a general-purpose
character of our method. This documentation of versatility (for our strictly parameter-free approach)
is what we promised SSF in a method-development grant. The materials examples are also chosen
to illustrate theory usefulness for understanding experimental characterizations that is already (may
soon be) available at MaxIV (at ESS). Our demonstration of accuracy also makes it easier for us to
complete an invited review concerning our vdW-DF program. In short, there are both unique fundamental and practical advantages in using our Chalmers-Rutgers vdW-DF versions for robust DFT
characterizations in materials, chemistry, and nanoscience research.
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ELECTRONICS MATERIALS AND SYSTEMS

At the Electronics Materials and Systems Laboratory (EMSL), research is focused on electronics
packaging and microsystems using carbon and silicon-based materials and processes to achieve
superior device and system performance. Specific parts of our materials research are focused on
liquid crystalline soft matter and self-assembling heterogeneous systems.

LABORATORY

Head of Laboratory Johan Liu
johan.liu@chalmers.se
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LABORATORY

MICROWAVE ELECTRONICS

Head of Laboratory Herbert Zirath
herbert.zirath@chalmers.se

The research at the Microwave Electronics Laboratory (MEL) focuses on active high speed electronic components, circuits and systems for future wireless and fibre communication, as well as
remote sensing. A major part of the research is application driven and is therefore naturally performed in close collaboration with industrial partners, institutes, and governmental agencies. The
laboratory performs research on advanced wireless transmitters and receivers that address the need
for improved energy and spectrum efficiency, and capacity in future mobile communication and
sensor applications.
The main focus is material, device and system related components and circuit design in processes
including Graphene, III-Nitrides, GaAs pHEMT/mHEMT, InP DHBT, Silicon CMOS and SiGe
BiCMOS. Typical frequencies are in the range 1-500 GHz. MEL has a 40 year long track record in
designs of circuits such as low-noise amplifiers, wideband amplifiers, power amplifiers, frequency
mixers and multipliers, frequency dividers, oscillators, switches, DACs, and multifunction integrated
circuits.
A new testbed for high data rate wireless communication
Within the SSF-financed research program “Lösningar för trådlös höghastighetskommunikation”
(SSF 100G), Chalmers and Ericsson research have developed technologies for high data rate
wireless communication at 145 GHz (the so-called D-band) and beyond. This is about twice as high
frequency as the commercial E-band.
A test setup for D-band communication
was installed early 2018, with a hop
distance 200 m and the link is placed
between two buildings at the Ericsson
Lindholmen site. This link has been
working for more than 1,5 years and is
giving important information on the wave
propagation under different weather
conditions such as snow, rain, fog, proving that communication in the D-band is
a feasible and an attractive solution for
commercialization and creation of new
highly advanced products.
In order to i.) further strengthen the interest for communication above 100 GHz, ii.) to get better
understanding of the propagation parameters, and iii.) pave the way for commercial use, we have
installed a testbed with a hop-length of 2.7 km between Ericsson and Chalmers for various wireless
communication experiments at millimeterwave frequencies, mainly between 60 GHz and 300 GHz.
In this frequency range, newly developed semiconductor technologies, such as state-of-the-art SiGe
BiCMOS, InP DHBT, InP HEMT and GaN HEMT, can deliver the needed necessary performance.
We believe that such a platform will inspire scientists and engineers to find various new advanced
technical solutions, test them in a real system, and pave the way for commercial applications within a
timeframe of 5-10 years.
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NFL runs and maintains the cleanroom, trains the users, supports researchers with process development and problem solving, and offers advanced process services to external customers. The NFL
research infrastructure is a key-enabling laboratory for the whole of MC2. Its leading role in national
micro- and nanofabrication initiatives, is widely recognised both domestically and in Europe. It is an
inherently capital-intensive research infrastructure, required to support strategic goals both internally
at Chalmers and globally. The laboratory is one of four nodes within the Swedish national research
infrastructure for micro and nano fabrication, Myfab, with financing from the Swedish Research
Council.
Cleanroom usage 2019
•
•
•

208 users that booked equipment
71072 booked hours
37 customers
»» 15 Swedish companies where 9 used own personnel in the cleanroom
»» 4 foreign companies where 1 used own personnel in the cleanroom
»» 6 Swedish universities or institutes where 4 used own personnel in the cleanroom
»» 7 foreign universities or institutes where 2 used own personnel in the cleanroom
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NANOFABRICATION

The Nanofabrication Laboratory (NFL) is a world-class university cleanroom for research into, and
fabrication of, micro and nanotechnology. The laboratory is run by MC2, as an open user facility for
external as well as internal academic and industrial interested parties. The laboratory offers a broad
platform of process tools for the development and testing of new ideas in micro and nanotechnology. Two strategic focus areas in the cleanroom are within quantum devices and microwave/photonic devices. Both rely on our strength and strong heritage within nanolithography.

LABORATORY

Head of Laboratory Peter Modh
peter.modh@chalmers.se
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LABORATORY

PHOTONICS

Head of Laboratory Peter Andrekson
peter.andrekson@chalmers.se

The Photonics laboratory conducts application-oriented research on optoelectronic materials and
devices, photonic integrated circuits, ultrafast optics, and fiber optical communication. Optical communication is a high-visibility area of research, with efforts on system, circuit, and device technologies for applications extending from long-haul transmission to short-reach interconnects. PL hosts
the Fiber Optical Communications Research Center (FORCE) at Chalmers.
The research on coherent fiber optic transmission systems deals with spatial division multiplexing,
energy-efficient transmission, and novel transmission schemes for improving spectral efficiency and
data transfer capacity and reducing power consumption.
Laser frequency comb technologies are developed for applications in fiber optic communication systems and ultrafast metrology. Record transmission spectral efficiency using an integrated frequency
comb generator as the multi-wavelength light source was demonstrated in a collaboration with
California Institute of Technology and current efforts are on developing further the technology for
hybrid integration with silicon photonics integrated circuits.
The research on phase-sensitive optical amplifiers aims at improving performance of fiber optic and
free-space optical transmission systems by utilizing the nearly no excess noise and the ability to
mitigate fiber nonlinearities of these amplifiers. During this year, the most sensitive optical received
ever reported was demonstrated. A received power corresponding to 1 photon-per-information-bit
resulted in error free operation at 10 Gb/s. Potential applications include deep-space communication links.
The research on vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) has led to singe transverse and
polarization mode VCSELs delivering more than 6 mW of optical power at a wavelength of 850 nm.
While developed for light source integration on silicon-nitride photonic integrated circuits on silicon,
such VCSELs are also in demand for optical sensors were spectral purity or coherence is needed.
Ultraviolet (UV) and visible micro-cavity lasers and light-emitting diodes (LEDs) are developed using
both planar and nanostructured materials for applications in solid-state lighting and medical diagnosis and treatment. The highlight of 2019 was the demonstration of the world’s shortest emission
wavelength at 310 nm from an optically pumped VCSEL.

Schematic of a free-space optical link using a phase-sensitive pre-amplified optical receiver
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The research extends over a variety of topics at the forefront of condensed matter physics using
nanodevices consisting of emerging 2D materials and van der Waals heterostructures, topological
Dirac and Weyl materials, semiconductors, oxide heterostructures, nanomagnets, and superconductors. We combine the best of different materials to develop new concepts in device physics
and applications in quantum metrology, topological quantum technology, thermoelectrics, quantum
theory, radio astronomy, medical instrumentation, and spintronics.
In 2019, the research at QDP has resulted in over 40 publications in internationally recognized
journals, where several important scientific results were reported. Two of these relate to detectors
for radio astronomy:
i) A prototype terahertz light detector made from graphene (see
figure on the left) that could revolutionize the sensors used in
next-generation space telescopes was demonstrated (Lara-Avila
et al. Nat Astron 3, 983–988 (2019));
ii) The first cold-electron bolometer with record high sensitivity
using on-chip self-cooling was demonstrated (Kuzmin, et al.
Commun Phys 2, 104 (2019)).
Other important results include:
iii) Observation of magnetic proximity in a van der Waals heterostructure of magnetic insulator and graphene (Bogdan Karpiak
et al 2020 2D Mater. 7 015026);
iv) The development of a new kind of nanoscale superconducting YBCO weak link – the grooved Dayem bridge (Trabaldo et
al., Nano Lett. 19, 1902, (2019));
v) The invention of a new differential magnetic assay for detection of pandemic flues (Sepehri et al., ACS Sens., 4, 9, 23812388, (2019)) and;
vi) The commissioning of the first 7-channel high-Tc SQUID
on-scalp MEG system (Pfeiffer, et al., IEEE Trans in Biomed
Eng. DOI 10.1109/TBME.2019.2938688).
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QUANTUM DEVICE PHYSICS

The Quantum Device Physics Laboratory (QDP) performs state of the art research, education, and
innovation in the field of nanoscale device physics exploiting the quantized charge and spin degrees
of freedom in emerging materials that we tailor down to the atomic scale. Our mission is to develop
novel nanoelectronic quantum devices for future generations of information and sensing technology,
which can be smaller, faster, more sensitive and energy-efficient for a sustainable society.

LABORATORY

Head of Laboratory Dag Winkler
dag.winkler@chalmers.se
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LABORATORY

QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY

Head of Laboratory Per Delsing
per.delsing@chalmers.se

The Quantum Technology Laboratory (QTL) is a new division at the MC2 department and it started
first of January 2018. QTL has grown rapidly during the last two years due to the new Wallenberg
Center for Quantum Technology (WACQT) and now employs about 30 people. The division consists two research groups and a new group will be started in May 2020 by the newly recruited
assistant professor Simone Gasparinetti.
The research of the Delsing/Bylander group focuses on superconducting circuits, quantum computing and quantum physics. The main project in the group has the ambitious goal to build a quantum
computer using superconducting qubits. The group also studies how the superconducting qubits
interact with propagating fields of microwaves and acoustic waves.
The focus of the Wieczorek group is mechanical quantum systems. Witlef Wieczorek started as an
assistant professor at Chalmers in April 2017 and has built up a lab dedicated to study optomechanical phenomena. The group has two main research
directions; arrays of micromechanical oscillators and
levitating microspheres.
Simone Gasparinetti’s group will do research in two main
areas, quantum thermodynamics and continuous variable
quantum states.
Research Highlights during 2019
Quantum algorithm
Present-day, noisy, small or intermediate-scale quantum
processors, although far from fault-tolerant, can still be
used to solve useful problems. We have recently operated
our first quantum algorithm on a two-qubit platform. The
algorithm is solving a small-scale optimization problem
for flight logistics. Validations of such algorithms serve as
important technology demonstrators. We implement the
quantum approximate optimization algorithm (QAOA) on
our hardware platform, consisting of two transmon qubits
and one parametrically modulated coupler. We solve the
exact-cover problem, with 96.6 % success probability, by
iterating the algorithm up to level two. arXiv:1912.10495
The inside of a dilution refrigerator which will host
Electromagnetically Induced Transparency
the first Quantum processor at Chalmers
Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT) is a
phenomenon where an atom or an ensemble of atoms is made transparent for a beam of radiation
by sending a second beam of radiation at a different frequency. This has been observed in atomic
physics where both beams are light. We have recently made a single artificial atom transparent for a
beam of sound by irradiating it with microwaves. A transmon qubit acting as the artificial atom with
three levels is placed on a piezoelectric substrate so that it couples to sound. The strong frequency
dependence of the acoustic coupling enables EIT due to the suppressed relaxation of the upper
level. arXiv:1912.00777
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Terahertz technology is an indispensable tool for space science, with the hope of gaining fundamental knowledge of the origin of our universe, and for atmospheric science, which is directly related to
the environmental challenge and climate change effects. With a strong heritage in instrumentation
for radio astronomy, we focus our research on the following main topics: superconducting electronics; graphene electronics; low noise devices and circuits; terahertz techniques for life science
applications; and terahertz electronics and systems.
We benefit from two state-of-the-art facilities: the nanofabrication cleanroom at MC2 where we fabricate unique terahertz components and our top-class terahertz characterisation laboratory (Kollberg
lab). The group has a fruitful history of close collaboration with industry and academia. The laboratory members have knowledge and experience that spans from material science, via device physics
to microwave, millimetre wave and terahertz systems.
Highlights from 2019 includes the demonstration of a very sensitive graphene terahertz detector
(Nature Astronomy) - a work carried out together with colleagues at the quantum device physics laboratory. Record high frequency performance for graphene field effect transistors (Electron
Dev. Lett.) was achieved and presented as part of the PhD thesis by Marlene Bonmann. In 2019,
our industrial PhD student Arvid Hammar presented his thesis and development of the Wide-field
off-axis telescope for the Mesospheric Airglow/
Aerosol Tomography Spectroscopy (MATS) satellite (Applied optics).
Finally, the laboratory is enrolled in teaching microwave engineering, semiconductor device physics
and basic physics for engineers.

TERAHERTZ AND MILLIMETRE WAVE

We demonstrate innovating technologies within the microwave, millimetre wave and terahertz (0.3
– 10 THz) spectra with applications ranging from basic science to future wireless sensors and communication systems. Sandwiched between the visible light on the short wavelength side and radio
waves on the long wavelength extreme, the sub-millimetre wave radiation or terahertz wave radiation
has long been considered the last uncharted scientific gap in the electromagnetic spectrum. This is
the part of the spectrum where optical and microwave techniques meet. Our research aims to close
the THz-gap and enlighten the last dark region of the electromagnetic spectrum.

LABORATORY

Head of Laboratory Jan Stake
jan.stake@chalmers.se

Marlene Bonmann, PhD student at TML
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FIBRE OPTIC COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH CENTRE

FORCE
14

Centre Director Peter Andrekson
peter.andrekson@chalmers.se

Fibre-optic systems are essential for communication and is an integral part of our Internet-based
society. FORCE was established in May 2010 with the aim to coordinate research at Chalmers and
to generate more visibility of the research.
The core of the centre is the Photonics Laboratory at MC2, the Communication Systems Group
at the Department of Electrical Engineering, and the VLSI Research Group at the Department of
Computer Science and Engineering. The collaboration bridges traditional discipline boundaries
and includes the chain from components to system, including photonic devices and electronics,
and from analysis to experiments. FORCE is open to everyone at Chalmers who has interest in
contributing.
While FORCE is a centre with no direct funding, it relies on sizeable external project grants from
for example the Swedish Research Council (VR), The Swedish Foundation for Strategic Research
(SSF), the K.A. Wallenberg Foundation (KAW), and the European Research Council (ERC).
We conduct inter-disciplinary research on energy-efficient optical communication, in which teams
from all three departments join together to address the challenge to co-optimise the hardware, algorithms and system with not only performance, but also energy efficiency as a key metric. In terms of
applications, both short-haul (< 1 km) datacom links and long-haul (> 500 km) links are investigated
and their associated challenges are quite different.
During 2019, we launched a new KAW-funded inter-disciplinary project with the goal to explore the
full-dimensional capacity of an optical fibre and to develop a spatial-spectral super-channel demonstrator to show significant throughput gains over current systems. An example of a strengthened
research effort is free-space optical communication. We demonstrated a receiver with a record
“black-box” sensitivity of only 1 photon per information bit at 10 Gb/s, which has potential use in
satellite communication and beyond, e.g. to the moon or Mars.
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GigaHertz Centre is a research collaboration between Chalmers and twelve companies. MC2 is the
hosting department. In total 70 researchers in Chalmers and industry are involved in GHz Centre
projects spending a total budget of 25 MSEK (12 MSEK cash) per year in the following activities:
•
•
•
•
•

Improved energy efficiency in mm-wave MIMO transmitter systems
Linearity and efficiency trade-offs in multi-antenna receiver systems
THz receivers for space instrumentation using GaAs Schottky diodes
Cryogenic InP HEMT low-noise amplifiers for radio astronomy receivers and qubit readout.
Electro-thermal effects from components to systems, in particular with respect to GaN HEMTs

After slightly more than half-time of the five-year collaboration, GHz Centre has 2019 presented 39
peer-reviewed scientific journal and international conference papers where 56% were co-published
between Chalmers and industry, a strong evidence of the intellectual collaboration in the projects.
We have produced 5 PhDs of which 4 now are hired in wireless industry. All GHz Centre companies
are now using project results in development of new technologies, products, IPRs as well as for
benchmarking and increased know-how (including education). All this demonstrate that GHz Centre
starts to impact both academy (education, research) and industry. We have reported two stories of
success: Cryogenic low-frequency LNAs and an on-line web lab for RF measurements in wireless
communication.
In order to create a more powerful research collaboration, GHz Centre is operated in a joint consortium with the antenna systems centre ChaseOn, hosted by Department of Electrical Engineering at
Chalmers. After three years, this has proven to work extremely well with shared General Assembly,
Steering Board, international scientific advisors, centre days, seminars and strategy group. Many
new ideas and projects in wireless have resulted between microwave and antenna systems groups
at Chalmers with industry.

GIGAHERTZ CENTRE

Centre Director Jan Grahn
jan.grahn@chalmers.se

Sponsors:
Chalmers University of Technology, Company partners, Swedish Governmental Agency for Innovation
Systems (Vinnova) in the Competence Centre
Programme 2017-2021
Company partners 2019:
Ericsson, Gotmic, Infineon Technologies (Austria),
Keysight Technologies (Austria), Low Noise Factory,
National Instruments (USA), Omnisys Instruments,
Qamcom Research and Technology, RISE Research
Institutes of Sweden, Ruag Space, Saab, United
Monolithic Semiconductors (Germany), Wasa
Millimeter Wave

MC2 Annual Report 2019
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GRAPHENE CENTRE AT CHALMERS
16

Centre Director Ermin Malic
ermin.malic@chalmers.se

The Graphene Centre at Chalmers obtained funding to start the Vinnova Competence Centre
“2D-material-based technology for industrial applications” (2D-TECH). The goal is to develop an
internationally competitive Swedish hub for excellent research and industrial utilization of 2D materials. Chalmers together with SAAB, BillerudKorsnäs, Talga, Graphmatec, Volvo Car Group, GKN
Aerospace, Gapwaves, APR-Technology, SHT Smart High Tech, Wellspect, Battenfeld, Biopetrolia,
Elitkomposit, Graphensic, 2Dfab and FOI build the new Vinnova Competence Centre 2D-TECH. The
aim is to create novel technology, facilitate new and competitive products across the whole value
chain and thereby contribute to increase the competitiveness of Swedish industry.
Based on the research excellence at Chalmers and the technological needs of industrial partners,
the Centre focus on four research and innovation lines: multi-functional composites, sustainable
energy, electronics, and emerging materials. Target applications include e.g. new generation of
highly efficient heat spreaders for electronics, lightweight structural batteries, transparent antennas,
as well as more efficient radars and sensors for automotive and aerospace industries. To reach the
goals, 2D-TECH will establish close, long-term, and multidisciplinary collaboration between academia and industry facilitating the transfer of knowledge and driving 2D material innovations.
Besides establishing the Vinnova competence center 2D-TECH,
we will continue running networking activities within the broader
Graphene Center. This will include community building events,
the GCC seminar series, the GCC PhD course, the GCC
PhD award and many other activities.
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As a Centre, WACQT continuously strives to build up and stimulate an open and interactive
research environment, consisting of the following four different (but overlapping) activities:
•

A graduate school, where all PhD students (academic and industrial alike) are being offered
common courses as well as team building activities in order to build up a broad competence in
each student, as well as forming a collaborative and friendly environment. In total, WACQT will
hire 60 PhD students within the ten years of the Centre. During 2019, the students attended
their first WACQT summer school and participated in a common lab-course, where four different universities arranged laboratories that the students attended to broaden their view on
experiments in quantum technology.

•

A post-doc program, consisting of in total 40 post-docs (2 years), spread out over ten-years.

•

A guest researcher program where we invite academic and industrial experts for visiting our
research teams, both during short and long periods of time.

•

A program for industrial collaboration, where the Centre funds industrial PhD students who
are hired at the partner companies to work on quantum technology projects. The projects are
designed to mutually benefit academic and industrial interests around topics where the combined expertise can have strong long-term impact. Seven large Swedish companies have so far
joined WACQT as industrial partners: Ericsson, SAAB, Volvo, Astra Zeneca, Jeppesen, SEB,
and ABB.

During the past year, the Centre has continued to work hard on recruitments; both to the academic
groups, as well as to the partner companies. An industrial advisory board has been appointed and
has met twice during the year. Large focus has also been devoted to building up a strong research
environment, where our newly employed PhD students and postdocs efficiently get integrated into
our common research goals. In addition to the research, a series of outreach activities has been conducted, ranging from lab-tours to selected students, industries and Swedish authorities. The Centre
has also appeared in various mass-media.
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WACQT

Wallenberg Centre for Quantum Technology (WACQT) is a ten-year, nation-wide project coordinated from Chalmers. The Centre is funded by the Knut and Alice Wallenberg foundation (KAW),
whereas the Chalmers research effort is co-financed by Chalmers foundation. The Centre aims
to develop and secure Swedish expertise within quantum technology, both within academia and
industry, but also out in the society. The Centre is coordinated from Chalmers and spans over all
four pillars of quantum technology: quantum computing (Chalmers), quantum simulation (Chalmers),
quantum communications (KTH), and quantum sensing (Lund). The research activities in the Centre
has two parts: A core project to build a Swedish quantum computer with 100 superconducting
qubits at Chalmers, as well as an excellence program with the aim to boost Swedish competence
within all four above mentioned pillars. WACQT has also enabled Chalmers to play an important
part of OpenSuperQ – one of the projects in the European quantum technologies flagship – with
research goals aligned with those of WACQT.

WALLENBERG CENTRE FOR QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY

Centre Director Per Delsing
per.delsing@chalmers.se
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INDUSTRIAL COLLABORATION
18

Vice Head of Utilization Cristina Andersson
cristina.andersson@chalmers.se

From basic to applied quantum technology, through photonics, electronic systems and materials, to
microwave and terahertz electronics, supported by the state-of-the-art infrastructure, the department
of Microtechnology and Nanoscience- MC2, stands strong in its role as a solid collaboration partner.
Centres are a popular and successful collaboration body, conducting joint research and involving
companies partially supporting the research activities. Apart from the existing WACQT, GHz Centre,
Graphene Centre at Chalmers and FORCE, the department (as host) was granted a new Vinnova
Competence Centre, 2D material-based technology for industrial applications (2D-TECH). The
Centre will pursue collaborative research and innovation together with 17 industrial partners, among
others Saab, Volvo Cars, BillerudKorsnäs, Airbus, GapWaves, Talga Resoruses and Graphmatec.
The Microwave Electronics Laboratory (MEL) together with Ericsson research, have developed
technologies for high data rate wireless communication at 145 GHz (D-band) and beyond. In order
to further strengthen the interest in communication above 100 GHz, as well as to better understand
the propagation parameters, and pave the way for commercial use, a testbed was installed between
Ericsson and Chalmers (hop-length of 2.7 km). The testbed is used for various wireless communication experiments at millimeterwave frequencies, mainly 60-300 GHz. In this frequency range, newly
developed semiconductor technologies can deliver the necessary performance. Such platform will
hopefully inspire others to find new technical solutions, test them in a real system, and pave the way
for commercial applications within a timeframe of 5-10 years.
The above joint activities, together with many many others, have contributed to fantastic outcomes
such as high-quality joint publications, graduated students, people mobility, industrial growth, and
societal value, all of which involving win-win relations, with transfer of technology, knowledge and
knowhow, between the department of Microtechnology and Nanoscience and its industrial collaboration partners.
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The Kollberg Laboratory is an open access Chalmers infrastructure for microwave and terahertz
measurement technology. The vision of the laboratory is to offer access to unique instrumentation for
generation, detection, and analysis of electromagnetic signals in a wide spectrum ranging from classical radio waves far into infrared light. This spectrum includes several interesting applications, e.g.,
space science, medical research, wireless communication and radar systems, autonomous vehicles,
and security and defense applications.
The laboratory includes on the one hand side instrumentation for generation and analysis of very
advanced modulated signals in the microwave and millimetre wave frequency range and on the other
hand side technology for generation and detection of signals in the hard to reach THz gap, 300
GHz to 3 THz.
During 2019, the laboratory has invested in new equipment for characterization of high power DC
electronics, a set-up that will be important for integration of DC power and high-frequency communication electronics which is a core challenge in the electrification that our society currently
undergoes.
Beside new investments, the laboratory has also seen an increased usage of existing set-ups. The
booked time increased with about 10 % compared to previous year and is now approaching 20 000
hours per year. The majority of users come from the hosting divisions MEL and TML but there is an
increasing number of users also from other groups both within MC2 and from other departments.
For the first time, >1000 hours were booked by Chalmers researchers outside MC2 and >400
hours by external industrial users.
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KOLLBERG LABORATORY

Laboratory Director Dan Kuylenstierna
dan.kuylenstierna@chalmers.se
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UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION

Head of Undergraduate Education Per Rudquist
per.rudquist@chalmers.se

MC2 deliver undergraduate courses, on advanced level foremost within two master´s programmes:
Nanotechnology (MPNAT) and Wireless Photonics and Space Engineering (MPWPS), and on
bachelor level foremost within the subject areas of Engineering Physics and Electrical Engineering.
The number of undergraduate courses delivered by MC2, and the contributions of MC2 faculty to
courses in educational programmes at other departments steadily increase.
Missions of trust
MC2 faculty act as heads of several educational programmes; Electrical Engineering TKELT (Hans
Hjelmgren), MPNAT (August Yurgens from 2020-01-01) and Computer Engineering 180p (Zoran
Konkoli, from 2020-01-01). August succeeded Elsebeth Schröder and we would like to thank
Elsebeth for her long-term commitment and contributions to the MPNAT programme. Per Lundgren
is “PEDUL” - Collegial Pedagogical Developer” for the EDITI educational area.
Pedagogical development
The project course MCC145, has been further developed. In the project course the first-year
electrical engineering students designed, developed and evaluated new internet-of-things applications using commercial radar modules as sensors, inspired by a successful bachelor project in
spring 2019. From 2019 the course comprises industrial collaboration allowing the students getting
hands-on experience with the latest within commercial electronics. A machine learning experiment
has been developed within the course to be run at the next Camp Vera. Together with four other
programs, TKELT has run a pilot on gender equality, which was added as an element of MCC145.
Victor Torres Company designed and delivered a new, highly appreciated course on Integrated photonics. Giulia Ferrini, Laura García Álvarez and Anton Frisk Kockum have video recorded their course
lectures on quantum computing and these lectures are now available on the internet.
At the 7th Development Conference for Swedish Engineering Education in Luleå in November Per
Lundgren presented his work entitled “To Choose or not to Choose Multiple-Choice”. The recommendation in the presentation is to consider implementing multiple-choice questions on examinations for large student groups (>50 students) in order to save time without loss of quality. The
conclusion is based on existing literature and local experience.
MC2 Department Day
In September a major part of the MC2 Department Day was devoted to teaching and education.
After a presentation by the Dean of the educational area EDITI Jörgen Blennow, round table discussions focused on the importance of teaching, and how to further increase MC2 contributions on
undergraduate level.
Master and bachelor projects
Martin Anderberg, Rikard Reinhagen, Lowisa Hanning and Frida Strömbeck have been awarded the
Microwave Road Scholarship for best master’s thesis 2018, in the area of antenna and microwave
engineering. Each winner gets an award of 10 000 SEK and a diploma.
Several of the bachelor projects supervised at MC2 have led to working prototypes according to the
project goals and increased contacts with industrial partners.
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Industry collaboration
MC2 courses have had guest lecturers from several companies such as Ericsson, Veoneer,
Qamcom, Acconeer, Saab. Giulia Ferrini gave a one-day lecture about quantum computing at
Ericsson, Kista, attended by more than 100 people.
EMM-nano alumni event
In May the Erasmus Mundus Programme “Nanoscience and Nanotechnology” (EMM-nano), closely
linked to MPNAT and jointly run by Chalmers, KU Leuven in Belgium, University Grenoble Alpes in
France, TU Dresden in Germany, and University Barcelona in Spain, organized its first alumni meeting. The meeting was held in Leuven with more than 100 participants. Göran Johansson and Per
Rudquist represented MC2 at the alumni event.
Future Chalmers students
The annual “Save the egg” competition for fifth grade school classes was arranged in the entrance
hall of MC2. Eighth graders from schools in Gothenburg and Mariestad learned about microwave
technology when they visited MC2 on 9 April, an event organized by Microwave Road, in collaboration with Chalmers and the companies Bluetest, Ericsson, and Qamcom. We hope that these highly
appreciated events will increase the children´s interest in science and engineering and that some of
them will become Chalmers students in the future.

“Save the egg” in the entrance hall of MC2
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GRADUATE EDUCATION

Head of Graduate Education Magnus Karlsson
magnus.karlsson@chalmers.se

The bulk of the research work at MC2 is carried out by our PhD (or graduate) students. Around
80 PhD students are enlisted in our graduate school, and most of those are full-time employees at
Chalmers, with a smaller number being industrial PhD students or double degree students who have
an employment in industry or at another university.
The graduate school in Microtechnology and Nanoscience is a 4-year educational program, comprising three years of research and one year of course work, leading to the Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)
degree. In addition, our graduate students also perform teaching and other departmental duties
that may amount of up to one year, so that the total study time may be up to five years. An optional
Licentiate degree can be awarded for students who write such a thesis at approximately half-ways to
the PhD degree.
In preparation for the PhD, the department puts particular value on the scientific quality of the
research reported in the thesis. Therefore, an internal committee, the thesis review committee (TRC),
consisting of three professors from the department reviews the content of the thesis six months
prior to the planned defense. A thesis is given green light to go up for defense only if TRC finds the
scientific quality sufficient. If not, the student will be given more time to complete the work. During
2019, TRC consisted of the following three professors: Christian Fager, Sergei Kubatkin and Tomas
Löfwander. I would like to take this opportunity to thank them for their work, which significantly contributes to the maintained high scientific quality of the theses produced at our department.
MC2 awarded 14 PhDs and 11 Licentiate degrees during 2019. The theses are available electronically on our webpage.
I would like to thank all the department’s staff contributing to the PhD education during the year;
examiners, main and co-supervisors, research staff, administrative and technical support personnel,
and, last but not least, our ambitious students.
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Licentiate Theses

Nastaran Dashti, Heat Transport from
On-demand Single-Electron Sources

Sining An, Multi-Gigabaud Solutions for
Millimeter-wave Communication

Niklas Dittmann, Dynamics and Fluctuations
in Single-Electron Tunneling Devices

Muhammad Asad, Graphene field-effect transistors for high frequency applications

William Hallberg, Analytical Approaches to
Load Modulation Power Amplifier Design
Arvid Hammar, Optics for Earth Observation
Instruments

Andreas Ask, Circuit Quantum
Acoustodynamics
Ibrahim Can Sezgin, Sigma-Delta-over-Fiber
for High-Speed Wireless Communication
Systems
Stavros Giannakopoulos, Broadband
Receiver Electronic Circuits for Fiber-Optical
Communication Systems

Patric Holmvall, Crystallization of the
superconducting phase in unconventional
superconductors
Elof Köhler, Energy Harvesting for Wireless
and Less-Wired Sensors in Gas Turbines
Tamas Lengyel, Multilevel modulation and
transmission in VCSEL-based short-range fiber
optic links
Lars Lundberg, Power Consumption and
Joint Signal Processing in Fiber-Optical
Communication

THESES 2019

Doctoral Theses

Isabel Harrysson Rodrigues, Cryogenic InP
High Electron Mobility Transistors in a Magnetic
Field
Mehdi Jahed, VCSEL Technologies for
Wavelength Multiplexed Optical Interconnects
Ingrid Strandberg, Realistic prospect for
continuous variable quantum computing in
circuit-QED
Kovendhan Vijayan, Nonlinearity mitigation in
phase-sensitively amplified optical transmission
links

Anna Malmros, Advanced III-Nitride
Technology for mm-Wave Applications
Mikael Mazur, High Spectral Efficiency
Transmission using Optical Frequency Combs
Thi Ngoc Do Thanh, MMIC-based Low Phase
Noise Millimetre-wave Signal Source Design

Agin Vyas, Towards an on-chip power supply:
Integration of micro energy harvesting and storage techniques for wireless sensor networks
Emely Wiegand, Waveguide Quantum
Electrodynamics in Superconducting Circuits

Dhecha Nopchinda, mm-Wave Data
Transmission and Measurement Techniques: A
Holistic Approach
Christoph Pfeiffer, On-scalp MEG using
high-Tc SQUIDs: Measuring brain activity with
superconducting magnetometers
Sobhan Sepehri, Differential magnetic biosensor using HTS SQUID gradiometer
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PHD STUDENT COUNCIL

Chair of the MC2 PhD student council Andreas Ask
aask@chalmers.se

A large part of this year’s work has been devoted to identifying systematic issues and how the council best can help in solving these issues. This includes topics such as immigration issues, gender
equality, and the relationship between students and their supervisor/examiner. Even though there
often exist instances for students to turn for help in these kinds of issues, students do not always
know where to go, and the council can help with that. It can also be reassuring to express one’s
concerns with fellow students before raising an issue with a manager or the DOMB. We believe that
the council fills an important and unique role in these regards. To aid in this work, we have set up
a system to anonymously report issues. In this way, we can look back and see if repeating patterns
occur and if an incident is a single event or part of a systematic department-wide problem.
A primary function of the council is to facilitate better communication between students and other
boards and councils at MC2 and Chalmers. To do that we have representative members on the
Executive board, the MC2 advisory council, the Doctoral Student Guild (DS), and the Graduate
Student Association for Physics (FFF). On the PhD council itself, we have at least one member from
each division.
We have taken part in an effort to increase the collaboration between local PhD councils across
Chalmers, as well as with DS. We have for example sent representatives from our council to work
on the project of creating an electronic study plan. We have also taken part in an evaluation of the
GTS courses.
This year, we have started to hand out welcoming letters to new students, in which we introduce the
council and our function. We also direct the new students to the knowledge repository on our website, where we have collected information that we think can be valuable, but sometimes hard to find,
to anyone new at MC2. As we go into the next year, the council will keep working for a better quality
of life for PhD students at MC2. However, it is important to us that we are working on issues that are
important to students. If you have something that you believe we should work on, don’t hesitate to
contact the council representative from your division or come join us at one of our monthly meetings.
You can also find more information about us on our website: https://www.dokt.chs.chalmers.se/
mc2-phd-council/
MC2 PhD student council
Andreas Ask, AQP (chair)
Ivo Cools, QDP
Stavros Giannakopoulos, MEL
Martí Gutierrez, QT
Isabel Harrysson Rodrigues, TML
Filip Hjort, Photonics
Anamul Md Hoque, EMSL
Bogdan Karpiak, QDP
Nermin Trnjanin, QDP
Agin Vyas, EMSL
Abdelhafid Zehri, EMSL
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2019 AT-A-GLANCE

New head of the
Photonics Laboratory
 eter Andrekson, Professor of Photonics,
P
is new head of the Photonics Laboratory
since January 2019.

Graphene detector can revolutionize
space telescopes
Researchers from Chalmers University of Technology have
demonstrated a detector made from graphene that could revolutionize the sensors used in next-generation space telescopes.
The findings were published in the scientific journal Nature
Astronomy.
Beyond superconductors, there are few materials that can fulfill
the requirements needed for making ultra-sensitive and fast
terahertz (THz) detectors for astronomy. Chalmers researchers
have shown that engineered graphene adds a new material
paradigm for THz heterodyne detection.
Towards quantum-limited coherent detection of terahertz waves
in charge-neutral graphene.
S. Lara-Avila, A. Danilov, D. Golubev, H. He, K. H. Kim, R.
Yakimova, F. Lombardi, T. Bauch, S. Cherednichenko & S.
Kubatkin. Nature Astronomy volume 3, pages 983–988(2019)
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As laboratory head, Andrekson wants to,
among other things, further develop the
photonics research, and make it more
visible to the students at Chalmers.

Graphene paves the way
for novel product enabling
industrial users
 esearchers at MC2, in collaboration with
R
National Physical Laboratory (NPL) in UK
and Graphensic AB, have demonstrated
the long-term stability of the epigraphene
quantum Hall chip.
It is a key step towards enabling end-users
to maintain their own resistance standards.
The findings are published in the scientific
journal Metrologia.
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She gets major grant from The
European Research Council...
Åsa Haglund, Professor at the Photonics Laboratory, has
been awarded a Consolidator Grant from the European
Research Council. “I am truly honored to be awarded with
this prestigious grant. This is the beginning of something big”,
she says.
The ERC Consolidator Grant is one of the finest personal
research grants available from the European Research
Council (ERC). Competition is razor sharp. Åsa Haglund is
one of only ten Swedish researchers and one of only two at
Chalmers who receives the award. Of the 2 453 applicants
from all over Europe, only 301 were successful in this round.
Åsa Haglund receives around 2 million euro to lead the five-year
project “Out of the blue: membrane-based microcavity lasers
from the blue to the ultraviolet wavelength regime” or in short
“UV-LASE”.

“

This is the beginning of something
big” Åsa Haglund says

Her project is focused on pushing the wavelength of microcavity lasers really into the ultraviolet.
“Our approach is based upon a unique membrane technique we have developed over the past three years to
enable vertical cavity lasers with highly reflective dielectric mirrors on both sides of the cavity – a device concept
previously un-realizable for UV-lasers. Once realized these lasers would be of interest for a wide range of applications such as water purification, photolithography, enhancing health-promoting substances in plants, gas sensing,
medical diagnostics and treatments, and UV curing”, Åsa Haglund explains.

...and from The Swedish Research Council
2019 was a rewarding year for Professor Åsa Haglund. Except the grant from The European Research Council,
she also received a large grant from The Swedish Research Council.
The grant will fund her project “Ultraviolet and blue microcavity lasers”, and will strengthen Åsa Haglund’s group
and help them establish a creative research environment.
The project aims to develop the very first electrically driven ultraviolet microcavity laser. Åsa Haglund and her
colleagues will make blue microcavity lasers useful for real-world applications by trying to bring the power conversion efficiency above the single digit range.
“The project will get a flying start with two recent breakthroughs by our group; measures against optical anti-guiding and a selective etch technique. The latter will also be a key enabler in many other areas besides microcavity
lasers where airgaps or substrate removal is crucial, such as for high-efficiency UV-LEDs.”
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Researchers uncover new secrets of superconductors
Findings published in the journal Science shows a crucial new aspect of charge density modulations in cuprate
high critical temperature superconductors. The researchers have identified a new electron wave which could help
reveal some of the mysteries about superconducting materials.
High critical temperature superconductors have a variable charge density, meaning that their electrical charge is
unevenly distributed. This partly results from what are known as ‘charge density waves’, which were discovered a
few years ago. But these have only been observed to exist sporadically, under certain conditions. Therefore, they
were not believed to be a contributing factor to the materials’ superconducting properties.
What the researchers have now discovered, however, is an additional aspect to the variable charge density, which
they term “charge density fluctuations”. These have been identified as an additional charge modulation, collective
and with a shorter correlation length. They are very pervasive, meaning that compared to the conventional charge
density waves, they are present at a much greater range of temperatures, up to room temperature and beyond,
and at different levels of oxygen doping.
Dynamical charge density fluctuations pervading the phase diagram of a Cu-based high-Tc superconductor.
R. Arpaia, S. Caprara, R. Fumagalli, G. De Vecchi, Y. Y. Peng, E. Andersson, D. Betto, G. M. De Luca, N. B.
Brookes, F. Lombardi, M. Salluzzo, L. Braicovich, C. Di Castro, M. Grilli, G. Ghiringhelli.
Science, Vol. 365, Issue 6456, pp. 906-910
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Janine Splettstößer new professor at MC2
Janine was inaugurated as Professor in Theoretical Physics in April.
Her inauguration lecture entitled “Heat engines and thermoelectric devices at the nanoscale” took place in Kollektorn in front of
many colleagues and friends. It was an introduction on nano-scale
systems, such as quantum dots, as possible implementation of
heat-engines and refrigerators. Especially she focused on novel
phenomena expected in nanoscale heat engines, when brought out
of equilibrium.
Janine Splettstößer is a member of the Applied Quantum Physics
Laboratory

125 curious teens in the
world of microwaves
Eighth graders from schools in Gothenburg and
Mariestad learned about microwave technology
when they visited MC2 in April.
Chalmers in collaboration with the national
cluster Microwave Road and some companies
invited young people to a day in the world of
microwaves.

Gold for MC2 at the 17th Relay Race
The runners from the team “Slow Light” were anything but slow
when the 17th edition of the MC2 Relay Race was arranged in
September.
The mood of the ten registered teams was on top, and the
runners were seemingly in good condition when they got out in
the racing track. All the teams usually had more or less creative
names like “The last will be the first ones”, “Doktorunners” and
“Super-Posers”.
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Well-attended user meeting for
nano researchers
Around 250 European nano researchers, 29 of them
from Chalmers, gathered at the Nordic Nanolab User
Meeting at the Technical University of Denmark in
Copenhagen in May.
Karin Hedsten (to the left), Marcus Rommel, Mats
Hagberg, Martin Hollertz and Henrik Frederiksen, all
from the Nanofabrication Laboratory, acted as chair
persons and Karin and Marcus also gave lectures.

More students and stress key themes on department day
Stress and recovery in working life were themes during MC2’s department day on 10 October. The 140
participants also spewed creative suggestions on
how MC2 should attract more students and degree
projects.

“

This is ta topic that is always
important to keep up tp date with
and work with continuously,” said
Mikael Fogelström

The day started with a lecture on stress, recovery and
creativity with Kerstin Wentz, psychologist at the University of Gothenburg.
The second presentation was held by Jörgen Blennow, who is the dean of education for the educational area
Electric, computer, IT and industrial engineering (EDIT-I). He introduced the afternoon’s discussions in small
groups about how MC2 can attract more students to the department. Participants were asked to reflect on three
things: Why you should teach, what they think of when they hear MC2 are mentioned, and how we should attract
more students to the department. They also had to spend a moment to come up with powerful examples of student works and projects.
During the day, the participants were both entertained and activated by three actors from the improvisation theatre group Improverket in Gothenburg. Frida Sundström, Tobias Rosén and Johan Carlberg sometimes had the
laugh to echo between the tables.
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Building the optics for new Swedish satellite
It is the first Swedish research satellite in 18 years. In 2020, MATS will be launched from Vostochny
Cosmodrome in Russia. The main instrument on board the satellite is based on a new type of telescope developed in Gothenburg and described in a thesis by Arvid Hammar.
Arvid Hammar defended his thesis as an industrial doctoral student at the Department of Microtechnology and
Nanoscience. He has worked at Omnisys Instruments AB and the Terahertz and Millimetre Wave Laboratory and
has been part of a team from Gothenburg that developed and built the payload* of MATS (Mesospheric Airglow/
Aerosol Tomography and Spectroscopy) – Sweden’s new satellite for atmospheric research.
From its orbit at 600 kilometers altitude, MATS will be used to study so-called gravity waves* in the atmosphere
by detecting formations in clouds in the mesosphere at altitudes between 70 and 110 kilometers. Just like waves
in the ocean, gravity waves in the atmosphere give rise to large-scale circulation and are important to study in
order to improve current climate models, and to give a better understanding of the atmosphere as a whole.
*The instruments you send up to space with a rocket or satellite is commonly called payload.
*The gravitational waves described in the article are not the same as the gravity waves predicted by Einstein’s theory of relativity.
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Self-cooled bolometer with ultimate sensitivity created for the first time
Researchers at MC2, together with collabortations partners, have managed to create the first cold-electron bolometer in the world with ultimate
sensitivity due to an effective on-chip self-cooling. The results were published in the scientific journal Communications Physics of Nature group.
Superconducting bolometers are widely used for balloon and space missions and have seen extensive development because of their capacity to
test primordial conditions of the Universe. The major improvements consist
in lowering the operating temperature to reach higher sensitivities.
In their study, the researchers show that an array of 192 cold-electron
bolometers demonstrates photon-noise-limited operation at the cryostat
temperature of 310 millikelvin (mK) due to effective self-cooling of the absorber. The study suggests that such
cold-electron bolometers with internal self-cooling are potential candidates for advanced radio astronomy projects that must avoid dilution refrigerators.
Photon-noise-limited cold-electron bolometer based on strong electron self-cooling for high-performance
cosmology missions.
L. S. Kuzmin, A. L. Pankratov, A. V. Gordeeva, V. O. Zbrozhek, V. A. Shamporov, L. S. Revin, A. V. Blagodatkin,
S. Masi & P. de Bernardis.
Communications Physics volume 2, Article number: 104 (2019)

Introductory lecture by new assistant professor
Attila Geresdi entered a new assignment as assistant
professor in September. On 15 March, he headstarted
with an introductory lecture in the canyon.
In his introductory lecture, in front of many interested
MC2 colleagues to be, he talked on the topic “Particle
physics on a chip: towards Andreev artificial materials”.
Attila is originally from Hungary, where he got his PhD at
the Budapest University of Technology and Economics
in 2011. Before coming to Chalmers he was based at
Delft University of Technology in the Netherlands. At TU
Delft he belonged to the advanced research center for
Quantum Computing and Quantum Internet, QuTech.
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New radar components reduce the climate
impact of aviation
 ore efficient air traffic management systems (ATMs) are believed to be
M
able to reduce aviation’s climate impact by ten percent. Chalmers leads
an EU project to develop cost-effective surface-mounted radar components for the enhanced flight vision systems (EFVS) of the future. The
first circuits are currently under characterization in the Kollberg laboratory – Chalmers infrastructure for high-frequency electronics.
The EU project “GaN mm-wave Radar Components Embedded”
(GRACE) is led by Dan Kuylenstierna, associate professor at the
Microwave Electronics Laboratory at Chalmers: “The impact of aviation
on global warming is something that is frequently discussed in society.
Concepts such as “flight shame” have been invented to make people fly
less. However, much in our society depends on reliable and sustainable
transport”, he says.

New data transfer model saves energy on the internet
 he internet has arisen in the public debate as a climate hazard that causes carbon dioxide emissions as high as
T
those originating from airplane travel. For five years, research at Chalmers has been underway to build models for
energy-efficient data traffic. So far, the researchers have managed to reduce energy consumption to one tenth in specified
We have managed to reach the levels that
areas.
we aimed for,” says Peter Andrekson,
leader of the project Energy-efficient
We are streaming movies and music, saving our pictures in
optical fibre communication
the cloud, and are constantly connected to all the opportunities that the internet offers. The use of a regular smartphone requires about as much electricity as a refrigerator.
However, the charging of the mobile phone only accounts for a negligible part of that energy. The rest of the
electricity is not being used at our homes, but in data centres which are housing the data stored in the cloud, and
during the transportation of data through fiber-optic cables, sometimes being hundreds of kilometers long.

“

The intention of the project, funded by KAW, the Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation, has been to locate the
dominating energy consumers in the fiber-optic systems, and then to design and build a model that only uses
one-tenth as much energy as the existing systems do. To succeed in this, a broad approach has been applied.
Three different scientific perspectives have been joined together – optical hardware, electronic hardware and
information theory, in order to perform coordination and transfer of data in the best possible way.
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140 networking nano researchers at Stenungsbaden
 40 participants, 60 research posters and a wide range of reputable speakers. It was yet
1
another successful community building event for the excellence initiative Nanoscience
and Nanotechnology (EI Nano) at Stenungsbaden Yacht Club in August. “It’s nice to see
that the community lives and how new doctoral students and thesis workers are getting
into it”, says co-director Göran Johansson.
The participants were invited to a packed program with speakers from Sweden and other
countries. Chalmers was represented by, among others, Anders Palmqvist, vice president of research and research education, who talked about his visions for the excellence
initiative, Alexandra Stubelius, assistant professor at the Department of Biology and
Biological Engineering, and Attila Geresdi, assistant professor
at the Quantum Device Physics Laboratory at MC2. Elin Sundin
och Daniel Andrén, two of the first PhD students in the EI Nano
Research School, which started in 2016 and has nine students presently, talked about
their projects.
Prizes for best posters were awarded to Ingrid Strandberg, Applied Quantum Physics
Laboratory at MC2 (in picture), Pernilla Tanner, the Department of Physics, and David
Albinsson, the Department of Physics. The top three posters were rewarded with SEK
5,000 each, to be used for conference trips.

A working environment for creative research
The Terahertz and Millimetre Wave Laboratory was first in a planned workshop series on working environment at
MC2. The workshop concept “Recovery and sustainable working life in engaging, active work tasks – Influence
your workload and reach your best potential”, was designed by Magnus Åkerström, Health and Safety Officer at
the HR Division.
It is about how to jointly identify and implement changes in a working group to achieve a more sustainable working life and enable creative research. This is done by ensuring a balanced workload with sufficient opportunities
for recovery for the staff. The goal is to increase job satisfaction and to better utilize ones full potential at work.
The workshop’s discussions were later followed up in connection with a staff meeting where several participants stated that they had already noticed a positive difference based on the changes they made in their way of
working.
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Quantum scientist becomes Wallenberg
Academy Fellow
Witlef Wieczorek, Assistant Professor at the Quantum Technology
Laboratory, has been honoured with a prestigious Wallenberg Academy
Fellow assignment.
“It feels just great and I am overwhelmed by this decision and award.
The Wallenberg Academy Fellow means much to me as it provides me
with the opportunity to pursue a long-term and challenging research
project, here at Chalmers,” he says.

Major investment to take the 2D materials into the
society
A new center for research on two-dimensional materials is formed from 2020 with
support from Sweden’s Innovation Agency Vinnova.
The initiative will focus on technology based on two-dimensional materials in several different application areas for Swedish industry. It is about getting multifunctional composites, sustainable energy, electronics and new materials.
2D-Tech will be hosted by the Department of Microtechnology and Nanoscience.
Researchers from six different departments are associated with the project. Most of these are active at Physics
and MC2, but there are also members from for other departments. The center will also be strengthened with
around 20 PhD students and post-doctoral researchers.

Young Researchers Award to Riccardo Arpaia
 iccardo Arpaia, postdoc researcher at the Quantum Device Physics
R
Laboratory, has been honoured with the Young Researchers Award at the
conference Spectroscopies in Novel Superconductors (SNS) 2019 in
Tokyo.
Riccardo was awarded for his presentation “Charge density fluctuations
rule the transport in HTS cuprates”.
The contest was open to all PhD students and postdocs enrolled in the
conference. All participants was judged by a committee, evaluating them for
both a short oral presentation and a poster presentation.
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130 participants on the fourth Centre Day
With around 130 participants, the fourth joint day of the GigaHertz
Centre and ChaseOn became a success.
One new feature for this year was a “poster flash presentation”
where all the poster exhibitors held an elevator presentation of
about a minute about their respective posters.
A number of speakers from Chalmers, the business community,
other educational institutions and organisations replaced each
other on the stage. Particularly invited keynote speaker was Dr
Thomas Merkle from Fraunhofer IAF in Freiburg, Germany.

Lectures and discussions at quantum workshop
Some 30 participants from business and academia met at a successful industrial workshop with the Wallenberg
Centre for Quantum Technology (WACQT) at Chalmers in May.
On the agenda during the two fully booked days, there were, among other things, presentations of PhD projects
from business representatives, and panel discussions that captured the industry’s expectations and wishes.
Invited speakers from WACQT’s scientific advisory board were Steve Girvin, Yale University, USA, Harry
Buhrman, QuSoft, the Netherlands, and Charles Marcus, Copenhagen University, Denmark. Giulia Ferrini, assistant professor at MC2, presented the course Advanced Quantum Algorithms, which is a part of WACQT’s graduate school for doctoral students.

New equality representative at MC2
Per Rudquist, associate professor at the Electronics Materials and Systems
Laboratory, and head of undergraduate education, has been appointed as
equality representative at MC2. “Specifically, of course, I want no employees
to feel that there is discrimination or that there is inequality in any form”, he
says.
Per wants to work with the workplace culture at MC2, about raising awareness of how we unconsciously and consciously express ourselves and treat
each other. The gender gap in research and technology is another area that
engages the new equality representative:
As equality representative, Per Rudquist works for equality and should primarily work proactively and not administratively or investigative.
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Schematic representation of the graphene-ferromagnet (Cr2Ge2Te6) heterostructure. The brown, green blue and black balls correspond to Te, Ge, Cr
and C atoms, respectively. The insets show the Dirac band structure of pristine graphene (left side) and ferromagnetic exchange splitting of graphene
band in proximity with Cr2Ge2Te6 (right side).

Engineering Magnetic Graphene in 2D Hybrid Devices
Researchers at Chalmers University of Technology have found that graphene can be made magnetic when placed
in proximity with a layered insulating magnetic material in a van der Waals heterostructure. The findings were
published in the scientific journal 2D Materials.
After graphene, various 2D materials of semiconducting and magnetic properties, among others, were discovered
down to one-atom-thick layers. This opened plethora of opportunities for engineering heterostructures by combining the best of different 2D materials in one ultimate unit with different layers held together by weak van der
Waals forces.
The researchers’ measurements show an out-of-plane proximity-induced ferromagnetic exchange interaction in
graphene, resulting in significant modification of the spin transport and dynamics in graphene. Furthermore, the
observation of a larger lifetime for perpendicular spins in comparison to the in-plane counterpart suggests the
creation of a proximity-induced anisotropic spin texture in graphene.
“This finding will open opportunities for the realization of proximity-induced magnetic interactions and spin-polarized filters in two-dimensional (2D) material heterostructure and can form the basic building blocks for future
spintronics and topological quantum technologies”, says Saroj Dash, associate professor and group leader at the
Quantum Device Physics laboratory, and supervisor of the work.
Magnetic proximity in a van der Waals heterostructure of magnetic insulator and graphene.
Bogdan Karpiak, Aron W Cummings, Klaus Zollner, Marc Vila, Dmitrii Khokhriakov, Anamul Md Hoque,
André Dankert, Peter Svedlindh, Jaroslav Fabian, Stephan Roche and Saroj P Dash
2D Materials, Volume 7, Number 1
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Four students awarded for best master’s
theses
Martin Anderberg, Rikard Reinhagen, Lowisa Hanning and Frida
Strömbeckhave been awarded the Microwave Road Scholarship
for best master’s thesis 2018, in the area of antenna and microwave engineering. Each winner gets an award of 10 000 SEK and
a diploma. The winners got their diplomas at the Microwave Road
event on Electromagnetic Simulation in May.

The professor who lets others bloom
In 2019 it is exactly 60 years since Tord Claeson stepped in through
the doors of the university and started his studies in engineering
physics.
Tord is one of the pioneers at MC2 and was involved in influencing the
establishing of the department. But he rather describes himself as a
brake pad than a driving force. The fact remains, however, that it is difficult to imagine the current clean room exist without any help from Tord.
He rather tones down his own importance and raises others who have
borne him through life instead. He himself thinks that he has had great
luck getting to where he is today: “Without supervisors, colleagues,
students and, not least, super-secretaries who have ensured that the
economy has been good, and hyper-skilled technicians who managed
the laboratories, it would never have been possible”, he says.
Tord Claeson is generally considered as the one who took the research in low temperature physics and superconducting to Chalmers. Something like this had previously only existed on a limited scale at the university. He
regards the work on series-connected tunnel transitions and electron beam lithography as his most important
research contribution.
Tord Claeson is a member of prestigious organizations such as the Royal Society of Arts and Sciences in
Gothenburg (KVVS), the Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering Sciences (IVA), the Royal Swedish Academy
of Sciences (KVA) and the Korean and Flemish science academies. He has received numerous prestigious
awards, such as the Chalmers Medal, IVA’s gold medal and Jacob Wallenberg’s prize. In 1994 he was awarded
the Celsius Medal, which is given by the Royal Society of Sciences in Uppsala and for twelve years he sat in the
Nobel Committee for Physics, one of which as chairman.
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First evidence that atomic movements result in structuring of proteins
 ave mechanics determine what structure is possible in a protein molecule.
W
This is revealed by X-ray crystallography studies with terahertz technology,
which researchers at the Chalmers University of Technology and University of
Gothenburg have conducted jointly with German researchers.
The researchers have utilised the wave-like properties of terahertz radiation. These
oscillations occur at the same frequency as the atoms in protein molecules. When
the terahertz irradiation interacts with the protein, certain movements of the molecule are reinforced.
In the experiments, X-rays irradiated bovine trypsin, a crystallised protein that
breaks down other proteins. Proteins operating in a similar way activate programmed cell death, blood clotting and the immune system.
Terahertz radiation occupies the space in the electromagnetic spectrum between
microwaves and infrared light. “Our role at Chalmers involved the technology
itself and supported the practical experiments,” says Jan Stake, a professor at
Chalmers.
Future studies aim to describe how coordinated, rapid movements orient parts
of the molecule so that they generate its final structure. With their new article,
the research team also demonstrates how non-ionising electromagnetic radiation
affects proteins.
Clustering of atomic displacement parameters in bovine trypsin reveals a distributed lattice of atoms with shared
chemical properties.
Viktor Ahlberg Gagnér, Ida Lundholm, Maria-Jose Garcia-Bonete, Helena Rodilla, Ran Friedman, Vitali
Zhaunerchyk, Gleb Bourenkov, Thomas Schneider, Jan Stake & Gergely Katona
Scientific Reports 9, 19281 (2019)

Receives 25,000 in travel
scholarship

Christian Fager receives
scholarship from Barbro Osher

 atric Holmvall, PhD student at the Applied Quantum
P
Physics Laboratory, received 25,000 SEK in travel
scholarship from Chalmersska forskningsfonden. The
money gave him the chance to do a research visit for
five weeks at two US universities.

Christian Fager, professor at the Microwave
Electronics Laboratory, has been awarded 37,000
SEK from the donor fund Barbro Osher Endowment,
which supports Chalmers researchers’ visits at US
universities.
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Financial Review
Distribution of incomes to MC2 from
different sources. (in 1000 SEK)

2019

Ministry of Education & Science / Research

89 784 (28%)

Public foundations

85 057 (27%)

Other state funding

78 880 (25%)

European Union

29 865 (9%)

Companies etc.

23 355 (7%)

Ministry of Education & Science / Education

8 096 (3%)

Miscellaneous

2 694 (1%)

Main external contributors (in 1000 SEK)

2019

2018

2017

Knut & Alice Wallenberg Foundation (KAW)

54 505

43 939

40 463

The Swedish Research Council (VR)

51 480

46 631

50 611

European Union

29 865

24 203

28 520

The Swedish Foundation for Strategic Research (SSF)

20 619

27 902

27 098

Swedish Agency for Innovation Systems (VINNOVA)

17 871

17 547

11 547
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Bibliometric Data
Publications
Year

Scopus
(articles, conference papers)

research.chalmers.se
(articles, reviewed)

research.chalmers.se
(conference papers, reviewed)

2015

265

196

112

2016

268

171

142

2017

290

183

135

2018

190

140

86

2019*

181

155

49

* Preliminary data extracted March 2020

Field weighted citation impact, FWCI
FWCI = citations per publication, compared to global averages for articles
published at the same time and in the same subject. To get more stable values,
FWCI is calculated for a rolling four-year period. FWCI > 1 thus means “better
than the world average”. N = number of publications.
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Year

N

FWCI

2012-2015

1060

1,17

2013-2016

1076

1,18

2014-2017

1103

1,21
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